If You're a Horseshoe Crab and You Know It
(Tune: "If You're Happy and You Know It")

If you're a horseshoe crab and you know it crawl around.
If you're a horseshoe crab and you know it crawl around.
If you're a horseshoe crab and you know it, then your crawl will surely show it.
If you're a horseshoe crab and you know it, crawl around.

If you're a mudsnail and you know it, swing your siphon.
If you're and mudsnail and you know it swing your siphon.
If you're a mud snail and you know it, then your siphon will surely show it.
If you're a mudsnail and you know it, swing your siphon.

If you're plankton and you know it, float around.
If you're plankton and you know it, float around.
If you're plankton and you know it, then your shape will surely show it.
If you're plankton and you know it float around.

If you're a clam and you know it, close your shells.
If you're a clam and you know it, close your shells.
If your a clam and you know it, then your shells will surely show it.
If your a clam and you know it, close your shells.

If you're a seaworm and you know it, burrow down.
If you're a seaworm and you know it, burrow down.
If you're a seaworm and you know it, then your squirm will surely show it.
If you're a seaworm and you know it burrow down.

Now add your own verses about other creatures from Great Bay Estuary............
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